
1. Alex pours a glass of orange from a
330 ml bottle.

The glass holds 220 ml.

How much orange is left in the bottle?

2. A bottle of medicine holds 40 ml.

A teaspoon holds 5 ml.

How many teaspoons of medicine are in the bottle?

3. A bucket holds 4 litres. A paddling pool
holds 36 litres.

How many buckets of water will be
needed to fill the pool?

4. A baby’s bottle holds 300 ml of milk.

After one feed there is 120 ml of milk left in the bottle.

How much milk did the baby drink?

5. A bottle of olive oil contains 300 ml.

Megan uses 40 ml in one recipe and
55 ml in another recipe.

How much oil is left in the bottle?
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1. A bottle of olive oil contains 300 ml.

A tablespoon holds 15 ml.

Freya uses 3 tablespoons of oil in a recipe.

How much oil is left in the bottle?

2. A jug contains 1 12 litres of water.

A full glass holds 14 of a litre.

Jill pours 3 full glasses of water from the jug.

How much water is left in the jug?

3. A bucket holds 4 litres of water.

The capacity of a paddling pool is
36 litres.

How many buckets of water will be
needed to fill 2 paddling pools?

4. There was 960 ml of lemonade in a jug.

Jake and Maisy each drank an equal amount of lemonade.

Now there is 560 ml of lemonade left.

How much lemonade did Jake drink?

5. Jamie’s glass holds 200 ml. Jade’s
glass holds 250 ml.

They each pour a glass of orange from
a 1 litre bottle of orange.

How much orange is left in the bottle?
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